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Non-selfadjoint perturbation of Schrodinger 
and wave equations 

Can one completely determine 
the behavior of solutions by only spectra? 

Mitsuteru Kadowaki, Hideo Nakazawa and Kazuo Watanabe 

Abstract. 

Non-selfadjoint perturbation of Schrodinger and wave equations 
is considered. In some cases, we can determine the behavior of solu
tions (energy decay or scattering) by only its spectral structure. 

Chapter I. Motivations and Problems. 

Consider the following problem: 

(1.1) 
dv 
dt (t) = Av(t) (t > 0), v(O) = vo, 

where v(t) = ( v1 (t), v2(t), · · ·, vn(t)) is the vector of unknown n-functions 
Vj(t) (j = 1, 2, · · ·, n), ~~ (t) is time derivative of vector v(t) and A de
notes an n x n matrix with constant coefficients. 

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that A has distinct n-eigenvalues 
AI, A2 , ···An E C. Then as is well-known in linear algebra, A has spec
tral decomposition 

n 

A= LAjPAj> 
j=l 
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where P>,j denotes projection onto the eigenspace with respect to eigen
value >..1. Thus, the solution of (1.1) is given by 

(1.2) 

In particular we find from (1.2) that the spectra of A determine 
completely the behavior of solutions v(t). 

Our aim is to construct the general theory of above problem (1.1) in 
the case of A is a non-selfadjoint partial differential operator. But, at the 
moment, general theory on spectral decomposition for non-selfadjoint 
operator does not exist. So, we restrict equations to typical ones in 
mathematical physics - Schrodinger equations and wave equations, and 
we aim to pursue relative fact towards establishment of general theory 
as above. 

Chapter II. Schrodinger equations. 

§1. Problem and Result. 

As first example, we state affirmative results for above problem on 
Schrodinger equations with non-selfadjoint rank one perturbation. 

Consider the following equations: 

{ ~~ (t) = -iH av(t) (t > 0), 

Ha = - d~2 +a{, 8)8, 

v(O) = vo, 

where 8 denotes the Dirac delta function, and coupling constant a is 
assumed to be a = a1 + ia2 for non-positive a 1, a 2. We treat the 
operator Ha in the space 1i = L 2 (JR 1 ). 

The domain of H a, '1) ( H a) is given by 

'IJ(Ha) ={ U = u + aHo(H~ + 1)- 181 u E 1i2 , a E <C, 

(u,8) = -a(a- 1 + (8,Ho(H~ + 1)-18))}(a =J 0), 

where Ho = - d~2 with 'IJ(H0 ) = H 2 (1R1 ) (the Sobolev space of order 
2). 

Then it follows that Ha with a 2 < 0 is maximal dissipative (the 
case a2 = 0 is self-adjoint), i.e., Ha with a 2 < 0 generates a con
traction semi-group { e-itH, h>o (the case a 2 = 0 generates a unitary 
group {e-itH,1 hEIR). So, we can define the wave operator W(a) = 
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s-limt-++oo eitHoe-itHa as a non-trivial operator from 1t to 1t, where 
o:1 :::; 0 and 0:2 < 0. Moreover, for each f E 1t, we obtain a unique 
decomposition: f = fs + fd, where fs = f- P_a2f4f E KerP_o2 (Ker-

4 

nel of projection with respect to eigenvalue - ~2 ) and f d = P _ a2; 4! E 

RangeP_ 0 2 (range of P_ "'2 ). In above suffix and following notations, s, 
4 4 

(S) and d, (D) means scattering and decay states, respectively. 
Before describing our result, we prepare some notations. The point, 

discrete, residual, continuous and essential spectrum is denoted by o-v(A), 
o-d(A), O"r(A), O"c(A) and O"ess(A), respectively. 

Theorem 2.1 (Kadowaki-Nakazawa-Watanabe [ll]). 
(1) (Spectral structure of Ha) Let a:= 0:1 +io:2 with 0:1 :::; 0, 0:2 :::; 0. 

2 
Then the spectrum of Ha is given by o-(Ha) = [0, oo) U {- ~ } (o:1 < 
0), = [0, oo) (o:1 = 0). Exact classification of the spectrum o-(Ha) is 
O"ess(Ha) = a-c(Ha) = [0, oo), o-r(Ha) = 0 and o-v(Ha) = a-d(Ha) = 
{- ~2 } (o:1 < 0), = 0 (o:1 = 0). Moreover the projection with respect to 

- ~2 (o:1 -=/- 0) is given by P -a2 ;4f = -o:/2(!, e<alll/2 )e<alxl)/2. 

(2) (Kernel of W(o:)) (i) Assume that o:1 < 0 and 0:2 < 0. Then 
KerW(o:) = RangeP_"'2. (ii) Assume that 0:1 = 0 and 0:2 < 0. Then 

4 

KerW(io:2) = {0}. 
(3) (The classification of asymptotics by the initial data) ( i) Un

der the same assumption for a: as in (2)-(i), we have for each f E 1t 
decomposed as above, 

(S) { 
lim lle-itHo f- e-itHoW(o:)fll = 0, 

t-+oo 

W(o:)f-=/- 0 

and 

(D) fs = 0 lim lle-itHo Jll = 0 
t-+oo 

(ii) Under the same assumption for a: as in (2)-(ii), we have 

f E 1t and f -=1- 0 ~ { 
lim lle-itH;"'2 f- e-itHow(io:2)!11 = 0, 

t-+oo 

W(io:2)/-=/- 0. 

Remark 2.2. (3) is the corollary of (2). 
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§2. Outline of Proof of Theorem 2.1 {1). 

We shall define the operator 

Ha = Ho +a{, cp)cp 

with the domain 

{ U = u + aHo(H3 + 1)-1cp I u E 7-l2 , a E C, 

(u,cp) = -a(a-1 + (cp,Ho(H6 + 1)-1cp))} (a 1:- 0), 

7-l2 (a=O), 

where a E C, cp E 7-l-1 \ 7-l . 
For a 1:- 0, U E 'JJ(Ha) means HaU E 7-l for any U E 'JJ(Ha) since 

HaU = Hou- a(H6 + 1)-1cp. Put a= a1 +ia2 with a1 ::::; 0 and a2::::; 0. 
Then Ha is dissipative, i.e., Im(HaU, U) ::::; 0 for U E 'JJ(Ha), and flo is 
accretive, i.e., lm(H0 V, V) ~ 0 for V E 'JJ(H0 ). Moreover we have the 
following: (i) Ha is a maximal dissipative operator, (ii) flo is a maximal 
accretive operator, (iii) fl;_ = H0 . 

Especially, Ha denotes the operator Ha defined by choosing cp = 6 
(Dirac delta) E 7-l 8 (s < -1/2). We also denote by Ra(z) (resp. Ra(z)) 
the resolvent (Ha- z)-1 (resp. (Ha- z)-1 ) of Ha (resp. Ha) for 
z E p(Ha) (resp. z E p(Ha)), where p(A) is the resolvent set of a closed 
operator A in 7-l. 

First of all, we find 

Lemma 2.3 (Representation of Ra(z)). Assume that a= a 1 + 
ia2 with a1 ::::; 0 and a2 ::::; 0. Then we have 

Ra(z)f = Ro(z)f- a{1 + a(Ro(z)cp, cp)} - 1 (Ro(z)f, cp)Ro(z)cp 

for any f E 7-l and z E p(Ho) n { z E C 11 + a(Ro(z)cp, cp) 1:- 0 }. 

Putting cp = 6 in above lemma, we have 

Lemma 2.4 (Representation of Ra(z)). For any f E 7-l, 

(Ra(z)f)(x) = (Ro(z)J)(x) + { K(x, y; z)f(y)dy, 
jJRl 

where K(x y· z) =- a eiv'z(lxi+IYI) E L2(1R.1 x JR.1) 
> > 2ivz(2ivz- a) X y 
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with ImJZ > 0, where z E p(Ha) = C \ ([0, oo) U {-a? /4}) (a:1 < 0), 
= C \ [0, oo) (a:1 = 0). 

This implies the assertion on essential spectrum in Theorem 2.1 (1). 
2 

Next, since the point - ~ is isolated and simple, we obtain the 
conclusions on point spectrum and on the representation of projection 
by Lemma 2.4 and the residual theorem. 

Lemma 2.5. Under the same assumption as in Lemma 2.3, we 
have for U, V E 'JJ(Ha), 

- - 2ilma: -
(Ha.U, V) - (U, Ha V) = ~ab, 

where for some u, v E 7-f2, 

and 
b- - (v, cp) 

- a:-1 + (cp, Ho(HJ + 1)-1cp). 

From this we have 

Lemma 2.6. Assume a:1 :'S 0 and a:2 < 0. Then we find 

Since the spectral theory for the self-adjoint operator implies a"r(Ha1 ) 

= 0, the proof of Theorem 2.1 (1) is complete. Q.E.D. 

§3. Outline of Proof of Theorem 2.1 (2) with a1 < 0. 

We define K = (Ha -i)-1- (Ho -i)-1. Then as is easily seen from 
Lemma 2.3, this operator K becomes a compact in 7-t. Moreover, we 
have from Mellin transforms estimates, 

Lemma 2.7. Let P+ and P_ be the positive and negative spec
tral projections for the generator of dilation ~(xd~ + lxx), respectively. 
Then for the pair (A, B)= (K, P+), (K*, P+) and (K*, P_), we have 

100 
IIAe-itHo1jJ(Ho)BIIB('H,'H)dt < oo, 

w-lim eitHo1/J(Ho)P-ft = 0 
t-++oo 
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where 't/J E CQ"((O, oo)), II·IIB('H,'H) means the operator norm for bounded 
operators in 'H., {ft}tER satisfies suptER llftll < oo and w-lim denotes 
weak limit. 

Noting this lemma and the first relation in Lemma 2.6 with cp = 8, 
we have from theorem by Kadowaki [10] (see [11] Theorem Bin Appendix 
B), 

Proposition 2.8 (Existence of the Wave Operator). Leta= 
a 1 + ia2 with a 1 ~ 0, a2 < 0. Then there exists 

as non-trivial operator from 1i to 'H., where s-lim denotes strong limit. 

From Theorem 2.1 (1) and Proposition 2.8, we find the following: 

Corollary 2.9. Let a = a1 + ia2 with a1 < 0 and a 2 < 0. Then 
we have 

RangeP_a2 C KerW(a) = { f I lim I Ie-itHa /II= 0}. 
4 t-+= 

On the other hand, we can show the existence of the following wave 
operators by Cook-Kuroda method; 

in 'H.. So, we can define the scattering operator S(a) by 

S(a) = W(a)fL(a). 

Next, we define generalized Fourier transform. The following follows 
from Kuroda [19], Chapter 5; 

Proposition 2.10 (Generalized Fourier Transform for H01 ). 

Assume that a satisfies the same condition as in Proposition 2.8 and 
define 

Fa= FoW(a). 

Then the representation of Fa is given by 

(Faf)(k) = lim 1 1/Ja(x, k}f(x)dx in 1i 
R-++= lxi<R 
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for any f E H, where 

,/, (x k) = (27r)-1/2 (e-ixk + a eilxllkl). 
'l'cx ' (2ilkl -a) 

Furthermore, we obtain 

Now, we shall state the generalized Parseval formula ( cf., Pavlov 
[33], Theorem 2.1): 

Lemma 2.11 (Generalized Parseval Formula for a1 < 0). For 
any j, g E 1i n L1(JR1) and for a E {a= et1 + ia2; a 1 < 0} = D we have 

As for the proof of Theorem 2.1 (2) with a 1 < 0, we have only to 
show W(a)j = 0 ¢? is = 0. This follows from Corollary 2.9, Lemma 
2.11 and density argument. Q.E.D. 

§4. Outline of Proof of Theorem 2.1 (2) with a1 = 0. 

In the case a 1 = 0, the generalized Parseval formula has the follow
ing form: 

Proposition 2.12 (Generalized Parseval formula for a1 = 0). 
For any j, g E 1i n L 1 (JR 1 ), we have 

where Xa is the characteristic function on { k E lli.; a ::; Ilk I + et2/21} for 
a> 0. 

Define the space £ as follows; 

Then we find 
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Lemma 2.13. (1) £ is dense in 7-l. (2) Let f E 7-l and g E £. 
Then it holds that (Fia2 /,F-ia2 g) =(!,g). 

Now we shall show Theorem 2.1 (2) with a1 = 0. It suffices to show 
W(ia2)! = 0 =? f = 0. Since Fa = FoW(a), we assume Fia2 / = 0. 
Then Lemma 2.13 (2) implies (!,g) = 0 for any g E £. Thus we obtain 
f = 0 by Lemma 2.13 (1). Q.E.D. 

§5. Related Results. 

Non-selfadjoint perturbations of Schrodinger equations were pre
viously studied by several authors. After the works of Naimark [32], 
Schwartz [36] and Pavlov [33] etc., Kato [16] established the concept of 
so-called Kato-smoothness in the context of small perturbation. Within 
the scope of argument by Ike be [4] and Faddeev [3], Mochizuki [24], [25], 
(see also [27]) dealt with Schrodinger operators with short range complex 
potentials and showed eigenfunction expansion theorem and the unique
ness of scattering inverse problem at high energy. But in his papers, 
detailed argument on spectrum is not given. He also investigated the 
large perturbation for the Friedrichs model [23]. Saito [34], [35] showed 
the principle of limiting absorption. Kako-Yajima [14] established spec
tral and scattering theory. Kitada [18] generalized in a sense Mochizuki's 
result [25]. As recent results, Adamyan and Neidhardt [1] studied abso
lute continuous spectrum. Stepin [37] argued about spectral singularity. 
As for the fixed energy inverse scattering problem, lsozaki-Nakazawa
Uhlmann [6] studied optical model in which the operator involves en
ergy dependent complex potentials. But the spectral structure for this 
operator is unclear. 

Chapter III. Wave equations. 

§1. Wave equations with some Coulomb dissipations. 

As second example, we consider the wave equation of the form; 

( ) { Wtt- bow+ b(x)wt = 0, 
3.1 

w(x,O) = w1(x), Wt(x,O) = w2(x), 

where we assume that the function b(x) E C 1(JR.N \ {0}) is non-negative. 
Our result is given by 
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Theorem 3.1 (Kadowaki-N akazawa-Watanabe [12]). 
(1) (Explicit solution) If b(x) = b0 (x) is the following function: 

(3.2) bo(x) = { 
(3- N)\x\- 1 

(N- 1)\x\- 1 

then the explicit radial solution of (3.1) with 

( ) = { \x\f(\x\), 
WI X - f(\x\), 

(N = 1) 
(N ~ 2)' 

(N = 1, 2), 

(N ~ 3), 

where f(\x\) = ePixlg(\x\), {3 < 0 and g E S', is given by 

w(t x) = { \x\f(\x\ + t), 
' f(\x\ + t). 

(N = 1) 

(N ~ 2) 

Therefore if g E H 1 (the Sobolev space of order 1) then the total energy 
decays exponentially as t tends to infinity. 

(2) (Spectral structure) Assume N ~ 3, (3.2) and put 

Hb = i (1 ~b) with domain V(Hb) = { v = (v1,v2) E E\ Hbv E E}, 

where E = H1(JEtN) x L 2(JEtN) is energy space. 
Then we have 

Remark 3.2. The solution obtained in Theorem 3.1 (1) is a concrete 
example of disappearing solution studied by A. Majda [20]. 

Remark 3.3. (In the case of N = 3 the following decomposition 
has been already shown by Kadowaki [8]). What the equation (3.1) has 
the progressive wave solution as in Theorem 3.1 (1) in the case N ~ 2 
and b(x) satisfies (3.2) follows from the following decomposition of (3.1). 
In the following, r = \x\. If N = 2, then 

{ 
(a~~ or+ r- 1) (at- or) w(t, r) = 0, 

r (at+ or) r (at- or) w(t, r) = 0, 

and if N ~ 3, then 
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On the other hand in the case N = 1, we have 

The key to the proof of Theorem 3.1 (1) is the following observation. 
As the solution of the stationary problem for (3.1); 

(3.3) ( -~- i11,b(x) - 11,2 )u(x) = 0 

we consider the following one: 

{ 
u(x) = ev(r), 

p(r) = -i11,r- (N;;l) logr +! J; b(s)ds 

(cf., Kato [15], Kawashita-Nakazawa-Soga [17]). If b(x) is given by (3.2), 
this solution coincides with u(x) = re-i"'r (N = 1), = e-i~<r (N :2: 2), 
where "' = a+ i(J (a E JR, (3 < 0). As for the construction of solutions 
for (3.1), we have only to superpose these solutions with respect to real 
spectral parameter a. 

On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 3.1 (2) is as follows. By 
the above observation with the proof of Theorem 3.1 (1), it holds that 
c_ c O"p(Hb)· If"' E c+, then we obtain (Im,)llviiE::::; II(Hb- "')vilE 
from (3.3). From this, it follows that O"p(Hb) n C+ = 0. Assume "' E R 
Multiplying u on (3.3) and integrating by parts, we have 11Jbnull2 = 0 
and from this, it holds O"p(Hb) nlR = 0. These arguments show O"p(Hb) = 
C_. Since Hb = H_b, we have O"p(H;) = C+. Therefore we have 
O"r(Hb) = 0 if we note the relation "' E O"r(Hb) ¢:> K, E O"p(H;),"' tJ. 
O"v(Hb)· Since the operator Hb is maximal dissipative and Range(Hb -
i) = E, therefore the operator Hb generates the contraction semi-group 
in energy space E under N :2: 3, we have the relation C+ c p(Hb) c 
lR U C+ on resolvent set. Since the resolvent set is open in C, we obtain 
p(Hb) = C+. Thus O"c(Hb) = lR holds. Q.E.D. 

As for equation (3.1), we do not know whether we can obtain affir
mative result or not for our problem. 

Finally, we state a result on exponential decaying solution without 
dissipation in equation (3.1); 

(3.4) { 
wu(x, t)- Llw(x, t) = 0, 

ifow(O, t) - Wr(O, t) = 0, 

w(x,O) = wo(x), Wt(x,O) = w1(x), 

where O" E C. 

X E JR3 , t > 0, 

t > 0, 

X E JR3 , 
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Theorem 3.4 (Kadowaki-Nakazawa-Watanabe [12]). Assume 
that 

wo(x) = f(r) = eifor, w1(x) = 0, 

where a E C, Ima < 0, Im.j(i > 0. Then the solution of (3.4) is given 
by w(x, t) = f(r + t), and the total energy decays exponentially as t goes 
to infinity. 

Remark 3.5. This example can be regarded as the following equa
tion, formally : 

Wtt(X, t) + ( -Ll + ao(x))w(x, t) = f(x, t); 

where o(x) is the delta-function on JR3 . (cf. [11]). 

§2. Wave equations with some rank one perturbations. 

As final example, we state related problem to which we can obtain 
positive result under more restrictive conditions. 

Consider the following equation: 

(3.5) Wtt - a;w + (wt, <p)o<p(x) = 0, X E JR1 , t > 0, 

where (·, ·)o denotes £ 2-inner product and <pis assumed to be 

(3.6) (i) <p E L;+l (s > 1/2), 

where L~ is well-known weighted £ 2-spaces, 

(/J denotes the Fourier transform of <p and C1, C2 are some positive 
constants. 

We deal with (3.5) as a perturbed system of 

(3.7) 8fu(x, t)- a;u(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E lR X R 

To do so, we introduce the Hilbert space 1i with the inner product: 

(!,g)= l (8xfl(x)Bx91(x) + h(x)g2(x))dx, 

for f = t(fl,h) and g = t(g1,g2) (the norm in 1i is denoted by 11·11). 
Putting f(t) = t(u(x, t), Btu(x, t)), we then rewrite (3.5) and (3.7) 

as 

8tf(t) = -iAf(t) and 8tf(t) = -iAof(t), 
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where 

and 

with domain 

respectively. 
Then as is easily seen, A and A0 generate contraction semi-group 

{ e-itA }t~o and unitary group { e-itAo hER, respectively. We denote by 
R(z) (resp. R 0 (z)) the resolvent of A, (A- z)- 1 (resp. (Ao- z)- 1) for 
z E p(A) (resp. z E p(Ao)). 

Applying the proof of Mochizuki [26] or Kadowaki [9], under the 
assumption cp E L; (s > 1/2), we find that A has no real eigenvalues 
and the wave operator 

W =s-lim eitAoe-itA 
t---+oo 

exists as a non-trivial operator from 1i to 1i. 
Secondly, we define an operator P as follows; for J, g E 1i 

-1 /, (PJ,g) = -2 . (R(z)f,g)dz, 
1l't r 

where r ( c C_) is a closed curve enclosed E_ defined by 

E_ = {z E (C_; f(z) = 0} 

with f(z) = 1- iz(( -8';- z2)-1cp, rp) 0 . Then, P2 = P holds, thus, we 
may call P generalized eigen-projector. 

Theorem 3.6 (Kadowaki-Nakazawa-Watanabe [13]). Assume 
that (3.6). Then we find the following assertions: 

(1) (Kernel of Wand decay) It follows that K er W = RangeP. This 
is equivalent to 

f E RangeP {=:::::> lim lie-itA !II = o. 
t---+oo 

(2) (Non decay and scattering) For f E 1i, it follows that 

f-Pf-=/=0 {=:::::> Wf-=/=0 

and 
lim lle-itAf-e-itAoWJII =0. 

t---+00 
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This is equivalent to 

f- Pf-=/= 0 {::::=::} lim lie-itA !II -=/= 0. 
t--+oo 

§3. Outline of Proof of Theorem 3.6. 

We shall start from the· result corresponding to Lemma 2.3. To do 
so, we define 

r(z) = 1- iz(ro(z)cp, cp)o, f(>. ± iO) = 1- i>.(ro(>. ± iO)cp, cp)o, 

~± = {z E C±;r(z) = 0}, ~~ = {>. E JR;r(>. ±iO) = O}, 

where r0 (z) = (-a;- z2)- 1 . 

Lemma 3. 7 (Property ofr(z)). The following inequalities hold: 

(1) inf Rer(z) 2: 1, 
Imz2:0 

(2) liminf IRef(z)l 2: C 
lzl--+oo,Imz::;o 

for some positive constant C. 

From the principle of limiting absorption for R0 (z) (which follows 
from that of ro ( z)), we have 

Lemma 3.8 (Representation of R(z)). z rf_ ~+ (resp. ~-) 
if and only if z E p(A) n C+ (resp. z E p(A) n C_) and for any 
f =t (!I, h) E 1-l, it holds 

i(f, v(z)) 
R(z)f = Ro(z)f + f(z) v(z). 

In order to analyze the singularities (eigenvalues and spectral sin
gularities) of A, we have to characterize~+'~-,~~ and~~-

Lemma 3.9 (Structure of E+ and E~). ~+ = ~~ = 0. 

We shall denote the set of bounded operator from X toY by B(X, Y). 
Then we have from the above lemma, 

Proposition 3.10 (The principle of limiting absorption and 
representation of R(~ + iO)). Lets > 1/2. Then for every>. E JR., 
the limit R(>. + iO) = lim~<lO R(>. + i,..) exists in the uniformly operator 
topology of B(1-l8 , 1-t-s) and has the form 

R(>. + iO)f = Ro(>. + iO)f + i(~~;~ ~;~)) v(>. + iO), 
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for any f = t(ft, h) E 7-f.s, where 7-f.s is defined by 

. Next, we shall characterize E_ and E~ as a set of spectral singular
ities and eigenvalues of A, respectively. 

Lemma 3.11 (Structure of E_ and E~). 
(1) Assume (3.6) (ii). Then E_ consists of pure imaginary numbers 

at most. 
(2) Assume (3.6). Then one has 

(if 1- ~lin~ cp(x)dxl 2 = 0) 

(if 1- ~lin~ cp(x)dxl 2 =f. 0) 

Especially, in the case of 1 - ~ IJIR cp(x)dxl 2 = 0, the multiplicity of 
0 ( E E~) is one. 

The above assertion (1) follows from the integral representation for 
r(z). On the ot.her hand, (2) follows from (1). 

Corresponding to Proposition 3.10, we have 

Proposition 3.12 (Structure of E_, the principle of limiting 
absorption and representation of R(..X- iO)). Assume (3.6). Then 

(1) E_ consists of finite isolated points on the imaginary axis at 
most. Moreover the multiplicity of each point is finite. 

(2) For every 

{ 
IR \ {0} 

.AE 
IR 

(if 1- ~I fiR cp(x)dxl 2 = 0) 

(if 1- ~I fiR cp(x)dxl 2 =f. 0) 

and s > 1/2, the limit R(.A-iO) = lim~<!O R(.A-ir;,) exists in the uniformly 
operator topology of B('H.s, 71.-s) and for any f = t(h, h) E 71.8 , it holds 

R(.A- iO)f = Ro(.A- iO)f + i(f~~;~ ~;~)) v(.A- iO). 

This follows from Lemma 3.11 and Lemma 3,7 (2). From Lemma 
3.11 and Proposition 3.12, we can put 
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for some mEN and r;,j < 0. Therefore putting 

we have from Lemma 3.8 

v(z) = ( iro(z)tp) 
zro(z)tp ' 

-1 ~j i(f,v(z)) 
(Pf,g)= 27TiL-- . f(z) (v(z),g)dz, 

J=l 'YJ 

where 1'j ( c C_) is a closed curve enclosed Zj and /j n /i = 0 ( i ¥= j) 
(as for P, see the preceding part of Theorem 3.6). Thus it follows from 
Jordan form that 

for some C, 5 > 0. This concludes 

Proposition 3.13. Assume (3.6). Then RangeP c K erW holds. 

Next using the above results we construct the the spectral represen
tation of A. First of all, we state on that of Ao. 

For f = t(h, h) E S(IR) x S(JR), where S(I~) is Schwartz space, we 
define an operator Jo : 

Then we have the following well-known lemma; 

Lemma 3.14 (Spectral representation of A0 ). Jo is extended 
to a unitary operator from 7i onto L2 (JR; C2 ). Moreover it holds that for 
any f E D(Ao) and g E H, 

(Aof, g) =I: >.((Jof)(>.), (Jog)(>.))c2d>., 

where ( ·, · )c2 is usual inner-product of C2 . 

On the basis of the above lemma, we define the spectral representa
tion of A as follows. 

Firstly, by the standard argument in the stationary scattering theory 
(e.g., Kuroda [19]) and Lemma 3.8, we obtain 

(Wf,g) =I: ((Jf)(>.), (Jog)(>.)/c2dA, 
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where ~ is defined by 

(~!)(A) = (~of)(A) + i(f~~~~ ~~~)) (~o (~))(A,·). 

Then the following holds: 

Proposition 3.15. ~ is extended to a bounded operator from 1i 
to L2 (1R; C2 ) and satisfies~= ~oW. 

Noting the intertwining property of W we have for f E D(A) and 
g E H, 

So we call an operator ~ the spectral representation of A. 
In the self-adjoint case, only~ is enough to analyze. But in our case, 

we need to construct the spectral representation of adjoint operator of 
A. To do so, let 18 be an operator defined by 

i(g, v(A- iO)) ( 0) 
(l8g)(A) = (~og)(A)- 1 + iA(ro(A + iO)<p, <p)o (~o 'P )(A) 

for g = t(g1,g2) E S(IR) x S(IR) and A rf. E0. The key equality for~ 
and 18 is given by 

Lemma 3.16. For f = t(fi,f2), g = t(g1,g2) E S(IR) x S(IR) 
and A rf. E~, one has 

((~!)(A), (18g)(A))c2 = ((~of)(A), (~og)(A))c2 
1 (!, v(A- iO))(v(A + iO), g) 1 (!, v(A + iO))(v(A- iO), g) +- . -- . 

21r r(A + iO) 21r r(A- iO) 

Remark 3.17. This also means for j,g E S(IR) and A rf. E~, 

((~!)(A), (18g)(A))c2 = ~((R(A + iO)- R(A- iO))j,g). 
21rz 

For the case of E~ i 0 ¢::::::> 1- I fiR <p(x)dxl 2 = 0, we put 

£ = {g E S(IR) X S(IR); lim (v(A- iO), g) = o} . 
.>.---.o 
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Remark 3.18. As is easily seen, we have for g = t(g1 ,g2 ) E £, 

1 
lim(v(>.- iO),g) = 0 {:=;> (cp,gi)o- -(cp, 1)o(1,g2)o = 0. 
A~O 2 

Moreover we find 

Proposition 3.19. Assume (3.6). Then for any f E S(JR.) x 

S(JR.) and g E S(JR.) x S(JR.) (if 1 - ! IJIR cp(x)dxl 2 -=/= 0), E [ (if 1 -

! IJIR cp(x)dxl 2 = 0), it is true that 

j oo 2_ (!, v(>. + iO)) I (>.- iO) 'd).= I Pf \ 
-oo 27r r(>.- iO) ,v '91 \ '91, 

j oo 2_ (!, v(>.- iO)) lv(>. + iO) 'd).= 0. 
_ 00 27r f(>.+iO) \ ' 91 

From Lemma 3.16 and Proposition 3.19, we obtain 

Proposition 3.20 (Parseval formula). Assume (3.6). Then 

for any f E H and g E H (if 1 - ! IJIR cp(x)dxl 2 -=/= 0), E £ (if 1 -

! IJIR cp(x)dxl 2 = 0), it holds that 

(!,g)= I: ((Jf)(>.), (®g)(>.))c2d). + (Pf,g). 

As a corollary of Proposition 3.20, we also have the spectral decom
position for A: 

Corollary 3.21 (Spectral decomposition for A). Assume (3.6). 

Then for any f E D(A) and g E H (if 1-! IJIR cp(x)dxl 2 -=/= 0), E £ (if 

1-! IJIR cp(x)dxl 2 = 0), it holds that 

where P1 is the eigen-projector of eigenvalue i""1 . 

We have to check the denseness of [in H. 
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Lemma 3.22. Assume (3.6) and 

1- ~ ~~ y(x)dxl
2 

= 0. 

Then [ is dense in H. 

Now we shall prove Theorem 3.6. By Proposition 3.13, we have only 

to show Wf = 0 =? f = Pf. Consider the case 1- ~ IJIR y(x)dxl 2 = 0 
only. The other case is proved in a similar way. Suppose W f = 0. Since 
Jo is unitary, we may assume Jf = 0. Then it follows that (!,g) = 
(P J, g) for any g E [ from Proposition 3.20. Then Lemma 3.22 implies 
f = Pf. So we conclude (1). (2) is a corollary of (1). Q.E.D. 

§4. Related Results 

In response to an investigation by E!dus [2], Mizohata-Mochizuki 
[22] and Iwasaki [7] proved principle of limiting amplitude for dissipative 
wave equations under the short range dissipation. As already noted, 
Majda [20] studied disappearing solutions. Existence of scattering states 
was shown by Mochizuki [26] under the assumption N -:f. 2. Energy 
decay was shown by Matsumura [21] for compactly supported data, and 
by Mochizuki [27] without such a condition. After that these results were 
improved by Mochizuki-Nakazawa [29] (energy decay and existence of 
scattering states), by Mochizuki [28] (spectral representations, scattering 
for N -:f. 2 and integrable dissipation), and by Nakazawa [31] (scattering 
for N ;::. 2 and the same dissipation). Principle of limiting absorption 
was shown by Nakazawa [30] under N -:f. 2 and small and short range 
dissipation. The spectral structure is also disclosed in this paper. Fixed 
energy inverse scattering problem was solved by Mochizuki [28] for N ;::. 
3 under small and exponential decaying dissipation and by Watanabe 
[38] for N = 2 under the compactly supported dissipation. But the 
spectral structure has not been uncovered in these two works. Finally 
we should quote the result by Ikebe [5] in which he studied the spectral 
structure. 
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